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Autodesk University 2018 Summary - By David Land

Key Highlights
•

Focus on doubling down on Construction, less focus on MFG and very little on M&E

•

Automation and Machine learning on the cloud will really accelerate development

•

Big emphasis on Generative design (Autodesk have customers using it now like GM / Airbus /
JPL / BMW / Claudius Peters / …)

•

Platforms are where the business is going (e.g. Forge, Fusion 360, …)

•

Most products are now included or will be included in Fusion 360

•

Convergence of AEC and MFG

•

50% Direct sales are still on target

•

VR vs AR in the AEC workflow. There were suggestions of Operations favouring AR, whereas
Design favours VR.

•

Greater use of partners for development in areas outside Autodesk's key focus areas (mainly
being Construction)
o

GIS through ESRI

o

VR through Unity

o

IoT through AWS (Fusion Connect is now developing on top of the AWS platform rather
than try and keep pace with AWS's development)

Introduction to the Event
Las Vegas 18th November saw a mass influx of people from all over the world who descended upon the
city and I'm not just talking about the Las Vegas Rock 'n' Roll marathon that closed the 'Strip' and made
travel around the city extremely challenging, but for people arriving ready for Autodesk University 2018 to
begin.
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Attendance records were broken with over 11,000 professionals from 79 countries attending the 4 days of
learning, networking, and knowledge sharing during AU 2018. Combined with the hundreds of Autodesk
partners, 650+ classes and more than 200 learning sessions or meetups in addition to the EXPO meant
there was always something to go investigate and explore.
This was my first-time attending AU and the size & scale of the event were huge compared to previous
events I have attended.
'Mars before breakfast'
Not many places could you say to someone that you have been to Mars before breakfast. But that was
the case for me one morning after experiencing a VR tour around Mars. Powered by HP Z Workstations
and NVIDIA® Quadro® graphics you travel through what it would be like to move to Mars and the history
of development of how it could happen.

The Expo offered a wide range of different exhibitors across the Autodesk portfolio and had 4 dedicated
quads: Architecture & Engineering, Construction & Fabrication, Design & Manufacturing, and Forge.
I saw many interesting demonstrations with specialists talking about Simulation and Generative Design
involved within Motor sport and the JPL Lunar lander which made an appearance in the Main General
session. We found out about how Nastran was used on a Indy Car and why Polymers weren't used in the
Lunar lander as they would degrade in space (via the radiation).
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Below is an iPad running a simulation of the air flow over the front wing of the Indy car which is mapped
to the QR codes all over the car. You could change the speed of the car and walk around to see how
different areas are affected. This App is for fans to use when in the pit lane pre-race, rather than use by
the manufacturing team.

Also, I had the chance to see a demo at the ESRI stand of how ESRI ArcGIS and Infraworks can be used
together and how the connection to Revit works.
The Factory (inside the EXPO) was where you could get a hands-on experience of product design and
the development process with Fusion 360 and Autodesk EAGLE. They provided a step by step view on
how each machine was programmed and worked - ending up with you building the final product yourself,
which was an air quality sensor (SweetSense). This also provided the added element of wondering how
you would get it through airport security when you leave!

Autodesk news
•

Autodesk and Unity have been working together for a year to provide a tighter integration
between Unity’s platform and Autodesk’s design tools including 3ds Max and Maya. Now
Autodesk and Unity are teaming up to bring visualization and real-time experiences to more
industries: Automotive; Architecture, Engineering and Construction and additional Media &
Entertainment customers.

•

Autodesk have developed a design-to-print workflow for additive manufacturing, based on
Autodesk Netfabb and Fusion 360, that connects Autodesk generative design technology with HP
Multi Jet Fusion 3D printers. HP and Autodesk are offering a free one-year subscription to Fusion
360 with each HP Jet Fusion 300 / 500 / 4200 printer purchased before FORMNEXT 2019, and
300 cloud credits to those free subscriptions registered before January 31, 2019.

•

Autodesk and GE Additive Announce Collaboration to Streamline the Design-to-Print Workflow
for Metal Additive Manufacturing. This integration will also enable use of Autodesk generative
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design technology, available in Fusion 360. The agreement with GE Additive highlights the
convergence of design and manufacturing, where traditional siloed applications in a disconnected
workflow are replaced by an integrated offering to provide a seamless, elegant user experience
that can be automated by new technologies such as generative design.
•

Although this is from the week after AU2018 a significant announcement was made when
Autodesk signed a definitive agreement to acquire PlanGrid, a leading provider of construction
productivity software, for $875 million net of cash. This acquisition will enable Autodesk to offer a
more comprehensive, cloud-based construction platform.

Industry News / Sessions Attended Notes
* Some sessions required safety harbour messages as they showed tested concept work that may not
necessarily come into full production

AU General Session + Exclusive Media & Analyst Session with Andrew Anagnost and
Scott Borduin

The Main AU General sessions contained various customers like Atkins and JPL showcasing the way in
which they use Autodesk software and guest speakers like former GE Vice Chair Beth Comstock
There was a strong emphasis on AEC with a focus on Construction with less of an emphasis on
manufacturing.
Automation can capture every change by working in the Model to give real time insights to everyone
involved within the process. This will enable final models to match exactly what was actually built. In
addition, less time will be spent on non-productive tasks to give people better use of time of what is
needed to be done.
It was made clear that Autodesk sees Platforms as the direction they are going forward with, using an
illustrative example on platforms 'looking at Airbnb owning no real estate' and 'Uber owning no vehicles'.
They see their customers being able to use the Forge Platform to be able to build their own automation to
fix their own specific issues.
It was also mentioned how they are still on target for their planned 50% Direct sales and are working well
with their resellers in achieving this, although this will be interesting to see in the future.
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Connected Problem Solving: Construction's New Perspective on VR

Looking at the VR in Construction we were shown how AEC VR is approaching the "Chasm" reaching the
from the "Early Adopter" stage from the "Innovators" stage 2 years ago. It will be interesting to see if VR
can cross the Chasm (Practicality testing) and moves along the 'Product Adoption Lifecycle' into the
"Early Majority" stage becoming a more widely adopted technology.
There was also an emphasis how in Design terms VR is in a much better position in its evolution than AR
currently is.
Later there was a video presentation on using BIM 360 with the NVIDIA Holodeck, and it was extremely
interesting to watch avatars interacting on a site model making changes that could be put back into the
BIM 360.

They also mentioned how you could see Foremen using VR not Navisworks in the future.
The benefits seen with VR in AEC design were:
•

Real-time decision making

•

Time savings

•

Cost savings

•

Safety
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Generative Design Product Briefing *

Generative Design is starting to evolve and can now help with simultaneously generating multiple CADready solutions based on real world manufacturing constraints and product performance requirements. It
enables an ability to create (or review) designs that no-one would have come up with previously and is
able to do it at speed.
It creates a quick iterative process with a simple generate and refine process to help with closing in on the
right design.
An example of a customer using this for a concept idea was presented by Paul Magee from Crown a lift
truck manufacturer who spoke about how they were able to create 45 ideas in 5 hours to process a
design for a Segway style trolley for UPS.
The key term that is being used with Generative design is "Light weighting". The ability to create a more
natural form based on algorithmic data has enabled mass reduction in weight on designs. Like the lander
that JPL showed in the general session or the example below of a part that was made from multiple
components being incorporated into one that was 40% lighter and 20% stronger. Apply the weight
reduction from less waste and great efficiency savings can be made.
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Autodesk sees Fusion 360 as the vehicle for Generative design - with machine cloud computing being the
driving force behind it.
Some notes on the future areas for Generative design and the Advantages of Machine learning:
o

o

Future Roadmap Examples:


Automate Obstacle Creation



Guided Workflows



Preview results



Milling Constraints/Outcomes



Welded France Structures

Advantages of Machine Learning:


Recommendations (e.g. like how Netflix automatically recommends)



Design Guidance



Style Collaboration



Design Discovery



Workflows Automation



Upskilling

Research areas for Generative Design:
•

Setup Pre-Check

•

Automated Obstacle Creation/Guided Workflows

•

Outcome Preview (Prior to Solve)

•

Additional Physics (Modal, Buckling, Disp, Fluids)

•

Divergent Designs

•

2 and 2.5 axis milling, Casting, Beams/Trusses

•

Early stage Cost prediction

•

Collaborating on results through Fusion
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•

AI/ML for filtering & selection

Smart Building Operations with BIM

With Smart Building Operations there is a focus on the operations that makes the building smart. This will
make everyone ’building operators’ and use platforms & components instead of pre-integrated solutions.
Although it will take time - BIM tools and platforms are evolving and are aware of the transition from
legacy devices to IoT. CCTV systems are becoming an example of this.
Both BIM and IoT have limitations today hence the opportunity for the service providers to come up with
neat solutions to fill the gaps. It is currently easy to plug things together but something unifying would be
game changing.
There was a demo which used SmartBIM (as seen in the photo) to help show building operations in use
with lights and air conditioning units being switched on in an office in Singapore and testing how they
were performing.
Compared to the Design phase as seen in the AEC VR session, the Operation part of the AEC workflow
seems to suggest AR is in a more developed state compared to VR.

Automation, Robotics, and Human-Machine Collaboration *

This session was about Automation and robotics across Autodesk's key areas of Building, Manufacturing
and Media & Entertainment.
They showed an interesting opensource add-in for Maya in called "MIMIC" which essentially makes
robotics much easier to learn/program. It enables simulation, programming, and control of 6-axis,
Industrial Robots in a virtual environment using Maya. It provides an intuitive animation-based toolset
allowing creators to prototype, validate, and drive automated systems. Mimic can generate programs
without writing any code.
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Some new potential developments were looking at using AI to try and solve the calibration problem, via
ideas like getting Robots to chat via platforms like Slack.
There was a customer case study from "Aectual" a company who are using recyclable materials for large
scale bio-based 3D printing using robotics, where a main area of focus is Custom Floors.
There is a still a consensus that wire cut is still faster than 3D printing for smaller jobs, but some are using
3D printing for prototype production.
There was also an example of a Tool changing robot - which could change the end on the arm for
multiple purposes like Glue, Light, … This is useful because one robot could have multiple purposes,
save space and there would be less movement around the factory.

Design & Manufacturing Keynote + Design & Manufacturing Media & Analyst Session*

Greg Fallon showed how Productivity is slowing (3% over 10 years) - so getting manufacturing methods
right is vital. Getting the link between Data, people and processes will help sorting the issue of doing
more with less.
With Fusion 360 there is a convergence between the different areas within Autodesk manufacturing tools
with CAD/CAM/CAE becoming more entwined and difficult to see the boundaries. The products
Moldflow, PowerMill and Netfabb are now under a combined development team. In addition, Power
Inspect has been added to the ever-expanding Fusion 360 portfolio to help cover metrology.
Fusion 360 is becoming a product development platform and is creating a digital pipeline for automation.
This is also helping to bring the Design and Make workflows together to create a new process of Connect
/ Automate / Produce with data at the centre.
Autodesk are making developments across the whole Manufacturing collection, like 243 improvements
over the past year made to Inventor, for example tolerance analysis. The collection is where Autodesk
are looking to give various design tools you'll need within the same package with products like AutoCAD
and Inventor together. Other products in the collection like Vault and Fusion 360 help with Collaboration
as well as factory floor planning which is now included.
Within the software you could pick your machine type to auto-select whether you should need Additive /
Subtractive manufacturing based on the design you make.
Thomas Nagel, chief digital officer of Claudius Peters, gave an example of their use of Autodesk
Generative design via Fusion 360. After just 4 hours training from Autodesk, they created the "alien part"
which was 25% lighter than their previously optimised part. After a few months they went from casting to
a laser cut plate and wielding solution to make the cost savings.
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The payment scheme for Generative design is still in discussion (pay by design), especially student
pricing where Autodesk are unsure on how well the current method will be received and will change if
necessary.
It was mentioned that Fusion Connect has slowed/stopped development by making better use of being
run on the AWS platform. It meant rather than Autodesk trying and keep pace with Amazon's investment,
it was better for their products to utilise AWS's larger investment spend and Autodesk could reallocate
their own R&D funds in other areas.
A peek into the future (these are suggestions from the end of the Q&A, nothing definite):
•

Cost competition for Additive Metals

•

Cloud Environments connecting everything

•

Increase in Design Automation (because of data sharing in cloud)

•

Generative Assemblies

MEP & Prefab MEP and Structural Fabrication
There has been an increase in Robotics (x4) over the last 4-6yrs within AEC. Robotics are used for
Industrialized BIM making greater use of manufacturing techniques for more efficient jobs. This increase
in robotics is seen as complementary and not as a replacement for people doing those jobs.
There has been a visible increase in offsite components being built and using Generative Design they can
make savings in both time and materials.
It was mentioned that there is a lot of Prefab use within plumbing.
There were 2 companies providing information on their use of the software and the techniques they are
using:
First was KEF Katerra (or KEF INRA) who showed how their business has been able to speed up the
building process by using manufacturing. The company has essentially 5 factories under 1 roof. They
gave an example of building a house in a single day for flood victims and using their new
website/company SOHME (https://www.sohme.co) where you can design a house via the website and
move in 3 months later.
Redefined House building process:
•

Design & Engineering

•

Building Plan Sanction

•

Foundation and Offsite manufacturing

•

Site Installation

•

Home Complete

The second was from the Hill Group who showed their prefab and modular workflows and how they
produce different types of rooms that are manufactured then shipped to the site. Below is a picture of
Medical exam rooms that shows different stages of the process from building built in the factory to being
wrapped up ready for transportation to the site and the contents.
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Fluids Simulation Product Briefing
Fluids Simulation will be spreading across Autodesk products from just the CFD. CFD is now inside
Fusion 360, but it was made clear that they wouldn't be killing off CFD products in the long run. Autodesk
will still offer more advanced CFD and simulation tools for people with a more specialist need.
Autodesk are working on improving the existing workflows - like an enhance 'Push button' to get CFD into
Revit. Also, the move to compute on the cloud is helping try to a make simulation cheaper for their users.
This is through Autodesk's movement towards software as a service and cloud only option (providing a
lower subscription cost).
Generative Technologies is still an evolving technology but is rapidly advancing.
The view is for Simulation is to help “Guide rather than Verify”.

Physical Accurate Rendering in Real Time
From this session we saw the positives of Raytracing with no data preparation, no geometry limitations
and it being physically accurate. This is useful because it enables early detection of design quality issues
which saves money in the long run.
VRED ran a research study into Raytracing and GPU - the results are below:
•

VRED Rendering Research - GPU vs CPU
o

CPU Pros:


Network scalability (HPC)
•

o

o

Thousands of cores possible



Model size only limited by RAM



Driver Independent



Proven Technology

GPU Pros:


Performance development



Dedicated rendering features (RTX)



Parallelized computation on one machine

CPU Cons:
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o



Future performance for RT



Workstation Parallelization

GPU Cons:


Memory still limited - Model size limit



No easy network scalability



Technology immature



Driver dependency

VRED Rendering Research - Key Points
•

Future GPU performance promise to outperform CPU's for ray tracing

•

CPU clusters are current go-to, supporting all features

•

GPU is still a workstation only approach - but very powerful

•

CPU & Denoise for ultimate quality

Interesting Quotes / Phrases during AU2018

•

"Focus on doubling down on construction" - Andrew Anagnost - AU General Session - Increasing
their focus on Construction as they believe this market will grow quickly via new methods and
techniques being adopted like the Manufacture of buildings

•

"Design & Make on the brink of disruption" - From the MEP and Structural Fabrication Industry
Session - In describing how the manufacturing of building will change the design and make part
of the construction workflow

•

"AEC/MFG unrecognisable in 10 years" - Andrew Anagnost - Exclusive Media & Analyst Session
with Andrew Anagnost and Scott Borduin - This was a response to a question in relation the
changing nature of AEC and MFG converging and when do they expect it to happen by

•

"The Opportunity of Better" - Andrew Anagnost - AU General Session - looking at how technology
can unlock opportunities to do more, better, with less negative impact on the world

•

"IoT is a data source" - Andrew Anagnost - Exclusive Media & Analyst Session with Andrew
Anagnost and Scott Borduin - in reference to how he sees IoT. It provides the information/data,
rather than IoT being a source of revenue.
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•

"Machine learning is an accelerant" - From the Exclusive Media & Analyst Session with Andrew
Anagnost and Scott Borduin - That machine learning (their preferred name than AI) would
accelerate the already increasing development across the workflows

•

"Data is a positive sum game" - Scott Borduin - AU General Session - meaning more Data equals
more Knowledge which equals more Insight giving better outcomes/project/products/ideas

•

"Guide rather than verify" - Heath Houghton - Fluids Simulation Product Briefing - in respect to
simulation and its use within the design process and how it's starting to change

Conclusion
Autodesk University 2018 was a very interesting, well organised event that highlighted the direction in
which Autodesk is planning its future via platforms and focusing on the Construction Industry. There is a
growing convergence between AEC and Manufacturing within the techniques used and the evolution of
generative design is well under way.
My coverage of the sessions is only a selected part of what was on offer and there were many other
sessions of note.
Many of the keynote sessions are available via YouTube and are well worth a watch.

Disclosure: Autodesk provided a free ticket to the conference and paid for travel and hotel expenses
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